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Abstract. One of the main issues of industrial product evolution planning is the
current state of the art, related to the product itself, its market competitors, and
also the available resources that can become parts of the future product. Moreover, to plan evolution, it is required to well understand how the performance of
the product will be evaluated, on a future market, and surely it won’t be the
same performance criteria as today habits.
This issue has been tackled and defined as Analysis of Initial Situation. A combination of TRIZ based approaches and Design of Experiments has been defined to clarify the problem to be solved. But all these approaches are dedicated
to analyze today product and to choose the prior problem to be considered, but
these methods have not been defined to analyze long-term evolution planning of
products.
For this long-term planning, a method, FORMAT, has been developed and proposed. The purpose of this article is to describe the application of this methodology on an industrial case, to plan the evolution of kitchen hoods. The article
will state the different methods to perform the Analysis of Initial Situation but
also the benefits and the difficulties of FORMAT application.
Keywords: Analysis of Initial Situation, FORMAT method, long-term prospective.
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Introduction

Solving problems has always been one of the main concerns for industrial engineers.
And lot of methods to help them in this task have been developed, with different aims
and ends [1, 2]. One can recognize various methods to:
 help in describing the design process at an operational level [3] or at a cognitive
level [4],
 help in defining the problems to be tackled during design process in regard of the
generated value [5],
 help in generating design concepts either algorithmically [6], either with humans
[7],
 help in evaluating design concepts [8].
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Among these different proposals, TRIZ has been widely recognized as increasing the
inventive level of proposed concepts and as enabling engineers to propose new solutions’ concepts. From the end of 50’s till the end of 80’s, TRIZ has been developed to
help engineers to be more creative. This development has lead to the proposal of a
general approach based on 5 steps:
1. The analysis of initial situation, which objective is to elicit the specific conditions
under which problem appears, the inherent contradictions and also to choose the
root cause of problem, the prior contradiction to be solved. The definition of the
problem. The objective of this step is to clarify the limits of the problem, i.e. the
borders in which the solution can be found and thus to specify if the problem is a
maxi or a mini problem.
2. The definition of the ideal solution aims to separate lower-level solution from
higher-level ones by intensifying the constraints for solution concept synthesis.
3. The definition of the physical solution enables to select relevant information for
concept solution synthesis, i.e. to identify inventive mechanisms enabling to satisfy
the conditions of the ideal solution.
4. The definition of the technical solution reinforces the concept of the physical solution by defining which resources can be used and how these resources are used to
fit the physical solution.
In border of this 4-steps general approach, several versions of ARIZ [9] have been
defined, but the last one defined by Altshuller [10] does not fit with the first step. The
analysis of initial situation has not been developed anymore and is still one key stake
in problem solving process. The matter was the recognition that the proposed method
for this step was not as developed as the methods inherent to the other steps [11].
In [12], the authors proposed to perform the Analysis of Initial Situation with sequential experimentation. This enabled to create a continuum between methods dedicated for optimization and the ones developed for invention. This continuum is still
under development today [13, 14].
In parallel the consideration of Technical Systems’ Laws of Evolution has also
been considered as a way to state the level of maturity of a considered problem and
thus enable the elicitation of the key problems to solve [15]. An European Project has
been developed in this direction and lead to the proposal of the FORMAT method
[16]. Thus an “innovative forecasting methodology” has been proposed “to support
strategic decisions in industrial R&D activities, by managing the multi-disciplinary
complexity of current systems and by anticipating the future characteristics of products and processes”1.
In this paper, the authors will first introduce three known ways to perform the
Analysis of Initial Situation: ARIZ-85A, the use of Design of Experiments, and the
FORMAT method, then the general required steps will be elicited. The application of
the FORMAT method will then be illustrated. And at last some discussion and conclusion will be proposed.
1
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Analysis of Initial Situation

In this part, three ways to perform the Analysis of Initial Situation will be presented:
the one developed by G. Altshuller, ARIZ-85A, the proposal of the authors about the
way to build a continuum between optimization methods and inventive ones, and,
finally, the FORMAT project.
2.1

ARIZ-85A

Throughout the development of a method to tackle inventive problems, several versions of ARIZ (the Algorithm for Inventive Problem Solving) have been proposed as
the results of seminars in which several problems have been tackled by groups of
people, to identify the strong and weak points of the proposed method. By the end of
the 50’s the patterns of technological evolution have been included in the method.
During the 60’s the versions of ARIZ pointed out the importance of the problem
statement, as ARIZ-64 introduced the section “Clarifying and verifying the problem
statement”, which has been decomposed in two different parts in 1968. In the 80’s,
starting with ARIZ-82, the method has been targeted specifically to solve difficult
non-typical problems. And in 1985, “the former first chapter is no longer part of the
algorithm as it is not rigorous enough compared to the other chapters” [17]. Thus the
last version of this first chapter, that can be used to perform the Analysis of Initial
Situation is ARIZ-85A [18].
ARIZ-85A is a set of 9 steps:
1. Definition of the final goal, which aims at defining the global objective of the
problem, from technical and economical point of view
2. Investigate the bypass approach, to state how the problem occurs at different levels of the system
3. Choice of the considered problem, at which level it will be tackled
4. Determination of the required characteristics, to state the list of Evaluation Parameters
5. Intensification of the required characteristics, the intensification being one the
TRIZ mean to propose more robust concept solution.
6. Definition of the constraints
7. Application of the inventive standards, to state if the problem is inventive or not
8. Analysis of the patents, also a mean to clarify if an existing solution, even coming
from another domain can be applied. But this step raises the question of the non
application of the laws of technical systems evolution.
9. Application of the STC operator, another mean to apply intensification.
In these 9 steps, one can formulate 4 main questions to be tackled: What is the scope
of the problem? What is the system to consider? What is the strategic context? What
is the problem? These 4 main questions, which will be used to represent the complementary aspects of the different methods, and the related questions of ARIZ-85A are
represented on figure 1.
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Fig. 1. ARIZ-85A process

2.2

Design of experiments based methods

In [12] the authors proposed a 6 steps approach to merge optimization and invention
methods. The use of sequential experimentation, a well-known sequence of different
mathematical tools, aimed at fulfilling Analysis of Initial Situation and to identify the
contradiction to consider for problem resolution. The 6 steps are:
1. Principal component and factor analysis to identify how many action parameters
(AP) influence the evaluation parameters (EP)
2. Fractional design of experiments to identify which AP influence each EP
3. Factorial design of experiments with center-points to identify the direction which
will allow to move towards an optimum
4. Response surface method to locate the optimum solution
5. Generalized System of Contradictions if the optimum does not satisfy the objective
6. OTSM-TRIZ techniques to solve the contradiction
These steps mainly participate to the questions of the system to be considered and to
the analysis of the problem, as illustrated on figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Design of Experiments based method contributions on the 4 questions

It is thus already obvious that the methods based on optimization approaches could
bring benefits to the Analysis of Initial Situation, and that they way the Design of
Experiments should be defined would also benefits from TRIZ-based methods. But
one aspect that is still missing with these two methods is the consideration of the maturity level of the considered system and more generally the evolution of this system.
2.3

Format

FORMAT method focuses on making long-term prospective, and thus is mainly built
on the crossed use of logistic and substitution curves [15] and qualitative elements to
interpret them. These project FORMAT aimed at answering “the need to introduce
structured methods and tools capable to support strategic decisions in industrial R&D
activities, by managing the multi-disciplinary complexity of current systems and by
anticipating the future characteristics of products and processes.”2
Table 1. Format stages [16]

Main Functions

Questions and duties

FOR: Diagnose questions and plan project

Stage

Prepare and make decisions
about forecasting project
Define boundaries/resources of
forecasting project

M: Define the system
for forecast and study
contexts

Review existing knowledge
about system

WHY do we need to know
the future?
WHAT do we need to know
about the future?
HOW do we plan to learn
about future?
WHAT the System To Forecast (STF) is for? (WHY we
need the STF?)
WHICH systems allow to get
the same results?
HOW to measure the perfor-
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A: Develop forecast for
defined system and
context

T: Prepare report and
present results

Identify a system of problems
that drives evolution of system
Recognize evolutionary trends
for identified system
Identify changes of performance characteristic in time
Aggregate and validate results
of qualitative and quantitative
studies into forecast
Transfer results of study to
decision makers

mances and the expenses of
the STF and its alternatives?
WHAT the STF and its main
alternative(s) are, were and
are expected to be?
Extract limiting resources
from problems of STF
Define set of solutions addressing limiting resources
Fit data-series about parameters measuring performance
& expenses
Build conclusions about
future traits for STF
Transfer the forecasting
results to beneficiaries /
decision makers

All these steps also aim at identifying the general trends of evolution of technical
systems, and thus, at formulating which problems are to be considered for resolution.
Then, the method also enables to perform an Analysis of Initial Situation, and the
benefits of each stage in regard of the 4 generic questions is presented in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Questions and duties of FORMAT methods’ contributions on the 4 questions

2.4

Comparison of the presented methods

The three presented methods, ARIZ-85A, Design of Experiments based method to
hierarchize contradictions, and FORMAT, could be recognized at three ways to per-
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form the Analysis of Initial Situation. Each being more complete, or at least different,
in the way to answer to each of the 4 mains questions. It seems thus quite obvious that
complementary aspects could be built based on these differences.
In this article, the authors will present their application of the FORMAT method,
on a case study, and will show the benefits they recognize in this application, but also,
the difficulty they met.

3

Case study

3.1

Presentation of the case

The presented article is the application of the FORMAT method on an industrial case
to investigate the long-term evolution of the kitchen hoods. The objective was to
make a state-of-art of the current technologies, their advantages, their limitations, and
to understand which of these technologies will be the leading technology in the future.
To tackle this question, a group composed of 3 experts from enterprise and 2 TRIZ
experts from laboratory was formed. The company aimed at creating differentiation
on the market by proposing high quality products. The initial purpose was to apply
FORMAT method as is, but, quickly, it has been quite obvious that complementary
tools were necessary to answer the questions, due to lack of formalization in the
FORMAT method, and also because we could not obtain required data to perform
relevant analysis of logistic curves.
The available information the group had at the beginning of the project was:





Historical data of the enterprise products from 1966 to 2015
Functional analysis of kitchen hood
Safety and operating standards
Partial studies of filtration technologies and of the elements to be filtered

Thus, there were some missing information that have been capitalized throughout the
project:








The clarification of the enterprise strategy
The market tendencies and the customers’ needs
The differentiation criterions for the customer
The alternative technologies, not reduced to those available on the market
Current and objective performances
Technical constraints
Pareto front and trade-off of current existing systems

Based on this missing information and trying to fulfill the first steps of FORMAT
method, some ascertainments were made and some limitations of the direct applicability of the method were pointed out.
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3.2

Ascertainments about FORMAT method

Performing the FOR step of the method tackled some strategic questions, which enabled to clarify the previously cited missing information and to well clarify what the
project aimed at. It also clarified the necessity to better investigate current systems,
the market and technological competitors and a clear formulation of what performance means for the system. In fact, some elements of the M step were required to
well answer FOR step.
The starting point of the method of the M step is to define the Main Useful Function of the observed system, thus the limits of this system and also its operating principle. One first conclusion about the analysis of the system was that the experts of the
company were mainly oriented by the Evaluation Parameters defined in border of the
standards. And one of the conclusion of the group was that the standards are proposed
to evaluate existing systems, in regard of safety purposes, but not appropriate to evaluate future, not yet existing systems, in regard of performances.
In the method it is proposed to complete a multi-screen analysis of the system and
to use the Element-Name-Value (ENV) model to formulate the criteria to measure the
performances and expenses [20]. Only analyzing system through the TRIZ based
models gives a partial understanding of this system, mainly functional. It was thus
decided to complete this TRIZ system description with an analysis of the system also
based on activities, using an IDEF03 and SADT4 analysis, as proposed in the method.
It was also decided to have a global understanding of who is the customer, and this
customer has been analyzed throughout a systemic perspective, then 4 kinds of potential future users were interviewed to point out their main concerns:
 The demanding customers for their high demand on functionalities
 The private users, as they will be the end-users of the product
 The kitchen furniture dealers to understand the constraints linked with the assembly constraints, transportability, and so on of the future system
 The professionals, renowned chefs for their high understanding of the current systems’ limits and main functional advantages of future systems
Moreover, to better state the current limits of known working principles, the analysis
of the market has been completed by kitchen hoods modeling and simulation.
At last, the use of logistic curves in order to plan substitution of technologies has
led the group to the difficulty in having robust long-term data of past systems enabling to fit with accuracy the curves. It has then been difficult to have reliable conclusions on the analysis of logistic curves.
3.3

Realized process and main results

The figure 4 details the process as it has finally been conducted, which starts at the
top left of the figure. After a first realization of the stage "FOR" we could have access
3
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to a further marketing study and were able to question the participants of the whole
value chain of the kitchen hoods. The first pass provided a first family of assessment
criteria that were adjusted in the second study. Let us notice that it is not a linear process; lot of backtrackings were necessary to validate answers to initial questions, and
the benefits of adding model and simulation to poor descriptions provided by the state
of the art have been well appreciated to demonstrate the potential and limits of current
working principles.
The available data about the sales on the market enabled to propose logistic curves,
but not on technological information, only on the kind of settlement of the system.
The analysis was performed with data from the world sale volume from 2004 to 2014.
The collected data were then transposed, with dedicated tools (Logistic Substitution
Model II5 and Loglet Lab6), into logistic curves, which are a graphical representation
of the innovations’ diffusion in the technologies’ life cycle [21]. However, this analysis, presented on figure 5, remains superficial, as the amount of analyzed data is not
sufficient enough to guarantee the robustness of the results. Nevertheless the global
qualitative substitution that can be seen on figure 5 confirms the feeling of the marketing about the market. But as we explained at the beginning of this paragraph, these
data represents settlement of the system substitution and not technology substitution.

Fig. 4. Detailed process of Analysis of Initial Situation in the case study

5
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Fig. 5. Substitution curves for 3 different settlements of system

Another interesting result, based on the systemic description of the customers is the
elicitation of more relevant set of Evaluation Parameters (EP). The customers study
and other participants to the value chain pointed out five families of parameters but
the standards only provided three measurable EP shared among two of them. The
final set was composed of seventeen EP, as illustrated on figure 6. Some parameters
like acoustical comfort have been added due to the evolution noise analysis in other
domains. Others like uptake measurable parameters have been defined by the working
group. The new set of assessment parameters allowed a better understanding of the
state of the art and TRL of potential solutions related to PE families. We did not seek,
through lack of resources, to carry out a quantitative analysis of the evolution, i.e.
logistic curves of the new EPs. Nevertheless we did evaluate the actual performance
of each component either with data from literature or from simulations and experiments. We have also established, through this technical and scientific state of the art,
to what extent some performance tradeoffs observed on current systems can be potentially removed. It was proposed to address the remaining performance dilemma with
TRIZ. The motivation for using TRIZ was to complete the state of the art and see
whether it was possible with available knowledge to overcome the remaining contradiction or at least get a better understanding of the problem.
The decision how to go further was done by the stake holders based on the produced
knowledge.
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Fig. 6. Initial and final set of Evaluation Parameters
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Discussion and perspectives

The study performed with this company aimed at identifying future technological
trends but also at determining the innovation projects that will be launched in the next
coming years. The results are very satisfying as several prior problems have been
formulated and gave birth to development projects that are still in progress. Moreover
it helped in building a better understanding of the considered system, its evolution and
the main performance criterion that have to be considered. The proposed method also
gave new development opportunities for the company, as, for example, the systematization of modelization and simulation in development projects. The system modeling
and later validating allowed getting information about system that was not available
before. This new knowledge may change the way to address the competition.
Concerning the FORMAT method, some of the conclusions that have been pointed
out during the application are:
 All the proposed steps in FORMAT are necessary to be performed, but it cannot be
complied as a linear process, and some answers of further steps are required to well
assess the answers of first steps, especially between FOR and M steps. Perhaps
should FOR, M, A, T sequence be considered as a functional model, and consistencies checking between the sequences be added.
 TRIZ based models have to be completed with other systems’ description models
to have a more global understanding of the system
 One of the main benefits, but also one of the main difficulties in FORMAT method
is the use of logistic and substitution curves. It gives very interesting information
about the remaining years to improve an existing system, and the necessity to develop new generation one. But the collect of reliable data is really hard, and these
data are not necessarily available. There is still research work to do in order to pro-
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vide companies with this data. One way to address the question could be to provide
companies with ways to collect relevant information progressively so that it is
available when needed.
If a new project on long-term prospective of a system will have to be considered, the
first concern will then be to consider which data are available and how reliable they
are. Then the more performant system will be considered, modelled, and optimization
of this system will be looked for by simulation. The use of Design of Experiments to
guide the simulation will also enable to point out the limits of the considered working
principle and to identify both innovation directions, and contradictions to be solved,
as presented in [13, 14, 22]. Depending on the specific situation the latest approach
have advantage but it might also have some limitations. Indeed the use of modeling
and simulation can fasten the knowledge acquisition when a good model is available
quickly and when the system is too complex for human to catch relations between the
design parameters and evaluation parameters or when experiments on real system are
impossible, too much time consuming or too expensive. But, when the model accuracy is not known, the process to build an accurate and credible model can limit the
efficiency of the method. Independently from the resource consuming of this process
the efficacy of the use of simulation might be improved by finding a way to evaluate
beforehand the relevant degrees of accuracy and credibility that will allow the stake
holders to use the results when deciding.
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